
ECON 101: Principles of Microeconomics Spring 2015

Discussion Section 4 - Solutions

QUESTION 1 (Demand aggregation - Equilirbium)

A family of numbers consists of Mr. One, Mrs. Two, and their child, Baby Three. Their

individual demand curves for math are given below. Find the family’s total demand for math.

qd1 = 9− 3

4
p qd2 = 12− 1

2
p qd3 = 15− p

(a) Now find the equilibrium price and quantity for math if the supply curve for math is

given by qs = 1
2
p–1.

QD =


12− 1

2
p ; 15 < p ≤ 24

27− 3
2
p ; 12 < p ≤ 15

36− 9
4
p ; 0 ≤ p ≤ 12

Note that only when equating the supply with the second part of the demand,

you get a price that satisfies the restrictions of that part od the demand

equation. So 1
2
p∗–1 = 27− 3

2
p∗ ⇒ p∗ = 14 so Q∗ = 6.

(b) Who is consuming math at this equilibrium? How much?

Mrs. 2 and baby 3 are consuming in equilibrium. By substituting the equi-

librium price in the individual demands we get that they are consiming 5 and

1 respectively.

(c) What would you expect if more people were offering math lessons, thus increasing the

supply to qs = 1
2
p + 14? Now, who will consume math and how much?

1
2
p + 14 = 36 − 9

4
p ⇒ p∗ = 8 so Q∗ = 18. This is, all three will consume: qd1 = 3;

qd2 = 8; qd3 = 7.

QUESTION 2 (Demand, supply and price controls)

Assume there is a downward sloping demand curve and an upward sloping supply curve for

Frosted Flakes. In the following scenarios explain whether there will be a shift in demand, a

shift in supply, a movement along the demand curve, or a movement along the supply curve.

If there is a shift, state the direction of the shift (e.g., demand shifts to the left or demand

shifts to the right). Finally, identify the effect of the event on the equilibrium quantity and

equilibrium price in the market.

(a) The temperature drops, and consumers begin to eat more oatmeal and less cereal.

Demand will shift down and there will be a downward movement along the

supply curve. The equilibrium price and quantity will decrease.

(b) The price of Cinnamon Toast Crunch, a substitute for Frosted Flakes increases.

Demand will shift up and there will be a upward movement along the supply

curve. The equilibrium price and quantity will increase.
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(c) The price of milled corn, the number one ingredient in Frosted Flakes decreases.

Supply will shift up (to the right) and there will be an upward movement along

the demand curve. The equilibrium price will decrease and the quantity will

increase.

(d) The National Cancer Foundation finds that sugar consumption is a direct cause of pan-

creatic cancer, and sugar is an ingredient in Frosted Flakes. Assume that this change

does not alter producers’ decisions about producing Frosted Flakes nor their input costs.

Demand will shift down and there will be an downward movement along the

supply curve. The equilibrium price and quantity will decrease.

(e) The price of Frosted Flakes increases due to the imposition of an effective price floor in

this market.

There will be an downward movement along the demand curve

(f) There is a national shortage of cardboard boxes, used in packaging Frosted Flakes.

Supply will shift down (to the left) and there will be an downward movement

along the demand curve. The equilibrium price will increase and the quantity

will decrease.

(g) Cows throughout the US contract a rare disease carried by mosquitoes. This makes all

domestic milk unsafe to drink, and milk is considered a complement to Frosted Flakes.

Demand will shift down and there will be an downward movement along the

supply curve. The equilibrium price and quantity will decrease.

(h) The price of Frosted Flakes decreases due to the imposition of an effective price ceiling

in this market.

There will be an downward movement along the supply curve. The equilib-

rium price and quantity will decrease.

QUESTION 3 (Consumer and producer surplus)

Find the consumer and producer surplus for the following cases:

(a) Market supply is qs = p–1; market demand is qd = 7–p.

CS=PS=4.5

(b) What if there is a price floor of $6?

CS=0.5: PS=4.5

(c) Market supply is qs = p–20; market demand is qd = 16–(1/5)p.

CS=250; PS=50

(d) Market supply is given by the line p = 4; market demand is qd = 9–p.

CS=12; PS=0
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(e) Market supply is qs = 2p–6; market demand is qd = 10.

CS=∞ (or undefinded); PS=25

(f) What if there was a price ceiling of $3?

CS=PS=0
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